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Abstract. Computer aided fine-grained classification of bone marrow
cells is a significant task because manual morphological examination is
time-consuming and highly dependent on the expert knowledge. Limited
methods are proposed for the fine-grained classification of bone marrow
cells. This can be partially attributed to challenges of insufficient data,
high intra-class and low inter-class variances.
In this work, we design a novel framework Attention-based Suppression
and Attention-based Enhancement Net (ASAE-Net) to better distin-
guish different classes. Concretely, inspired by recent advances of weak-
ly supervised learning, we develop an Attention-based Suppression and
Attention-based Enhancement (ASAE) layer to capture subtle differ-
ences between cells. In ASAE layer, two parallel modules with no train-
ing parameters improve the discrimination in two different ways. Fur-
thermore, we propose a Gradient-boosting Maximum-Minimum Cross
Entropy (GMMCE) loss to reduce the confusion between subclasses. In
order to decrease the intra-class variance, we adjust the hue in a simple
way. In addition, we adopt a balanced sampler aiming to alleviate the
issue of the data imbalance.
Extensive experiments prove the effectiveness of our method. Our ap-
proach achieves favorable performance against other methods on our
dataset.

Keywords: Fine-grained classification · Bone marrow cell · Attention ·
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1 Introduction

Morphological examination of bone marrow cells is the most commonly used
diagnostic method for acute leukemia. The manual classification method, which
is time-consuming and repetitive, highly depends on the knowledge of experts
and is prone to variances among observers. Automatical classification based on
computers is conducive to diagnosing acute leukemia efficiently. The computer-
aided classification can quickly obtain objective results [1, 2], effectively process
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Fig. 1. Some instances in our bone marrow cell dateset. Bone marrow cells are clas-
sified into 14 categories for fine-grained classification in our dataset and one column
represents one category. Four cell images in each category are randomly selected and
shown in a single column.

a large amount of data [3] and greatly reduce the workload of doctors. It has
attracted the attention of many scholars. We conduct a survey on the bone
marrow cell classification in bone marrow smears and a similar task done on
blood cells in peripheral blood smears.

In the past 40 years, most of the methods for these two similar tasks are
based on traditional image processing methods like [4–10], consisting of three
steps including image segmentation, feature extraction and image classification.
With the development of deep learning, many researchers [11–19] consider to
adopt it to these tasks.

To be specific, bone marrow cell classification can be divided into two cat-
egories including coarse-grained and fine-grained classification. Coarse-grained
classification only considers meta-categories like lymphocytes and monocytes,
which does not meet the requirements in the clinical practice. Fine-grained clas-
sification aims to distinguish similar sub-categories in different maturity stages.

Challenges come from three aspects: (1) High intra-class variances. Cells be-
longing to the same class may be variant in the saturation, hue and brightness
due to the light, dyeing duration and dose. In addition, crowding degree and
background complexity vary especially in bone marrow smears. (2) Low inter-
class variances. Bone marrow cells in adjacent maturity stages can be easily
confused and hard to be distinguished even by experts. (3) Limited and imbal-
anced datasets. It takes a large amount of time for experts to label them with
fine-grained annotations. Currently, there are few studies on the fine-grained
classification of bone marrow cells to tackle the aforementioned challenges. As
shown in Fig. 1, we find the above challenges in our dataset.

Fine-grained classification has made great progress in some other areas, such
as birds [20], flowers [21] and cars [22]. Common methods imitate the process
of experts to locate discriminative regions and extract the features. The exist-
ing methods can be divided into two categories according to whether leveraging
extra annotations or not. Methods relying on extra annotations like [20] meet
the demands on the knowledge of experts so they do not suit for medical images
analysis because of its high cost. Some other methods like [23–33] with only
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image-level annotations locate key parts of an object based on the weakly super-
vised learning, which improves the availability and scalability. Motivated by it,
we aim to design a flexible and efficient architecture for the task of classification
on bone marrow cells with the help of weakly supervised learning.

Based on our observation, the existing weakly supervised methods have one
or more limitations as follows: (1) Some models like [26] can locate object parts
or mine discriminative regions with a limited quantity, which cannot be easily
modified. (2) Some models can cover only a part of discriminative region because
the loss focuses mainly on the most discriminative region and ignores the oth-
ers. (3) Currently, some methods like Attention-based Dropout Layer [23] and
Diversification Block [33] force the model to learn from other regions by dis-
carding some discriminative regions while they have some disadvantages. ADL
may discard excessive information. (4) Some models like [25,29] have disadvan-
tages of repeated training, extra classification branches and multiple forward
computations. Our model overcomes the disadvantages mentioned above.

The contributions of this paper are as follows:

1. We propose a two-branch framework called Attention-based Suppression and
Attention-based Enhancement Net (ASAE-Net) well designed for the fine-
grained classification of bone marrow cells. ASAE-Net achieves the superi-
ority without increasing training parameters compared with the backbone.

2. Our model can flexibly locate multiple discriminative regions with an un-
limited quantity. Our Attention-based Suppression (AS) branch adopts a
suppression approach with two restrictions leading to a good performance.

3. Our Gradient-boosting Maximum-Minimum Cross Entropy (GMMCE) loss
alleviates the problem of the category confusion and improves the classifica-
tion performance.

4. We adopt a balanced sampler and the hue adjustment aiming to alleviate
the problem of data imbalance and the high intra-class variance.

5. Our method outperforms the existing fine-grained classification methods for
bone marrow cells and some other methods based on attention mechanism.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We first review the related
work of bone marrow cell classification and Gradient-boosting Cross Entropy
loss in Section 2. Then we illustrate our proposed ASAE-Net, GMMCE loss and
improved strategies on dataset in Section 3. In Section 4, adequate experiments
and results are presented and analyzed. We conclude our work in Section 5.

2 Related Work

2.1 Bone Marrow Cell Classification

As we know, convolutional neural network (CNN) is a strong tool for image
processing. In the last few years, CNNs are widely adopted in many medical
applications [18,34–36]. In the coarse-grained classification on bone marrow cells
and blood cells, many methods have gained great performance. However, there
are few studies for the fine-grained classification on them.
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In [11], Chandradevan et al. propose a two-stage method to detect and clas-
sify bone marrow cells in the fine-grained field. In the classification phase, they
adopt ensembled models to improve the performance. Proposed by Qin et al.,
Cell3Net [17] is a residual model to classify cells into 40 categories. The model
consists of seven convolutional layers, three pooling layers, three residual layers,
two fully-connected layers and an output layer, gaining an accuracy of 76.84%.
Similarly, Jiang et al. [14] design a 33-layers network called WBCNet referring to
AlexNet [37], and improve its accuracy by modifying the residual layers and the
activation function. Based on our observation, the model ensemble is effective
but complicated. Cell3Net and WBCNet are simple but lack of pertinence for
the fine-grained classification and the distribution of categories.

Compared with them, our model is well-designed, showing its effectiveness
on the fine-grained classification task of bone marrow cells.

2.2 Gradient-Boosting Cross Entropy Loss

Cross entropy loss is one of the most widely used loss functions in the classifica-
tion task. s and l are respectively the confidence scores and the true label. J is
the set of all categories. The loss can be defined as:

CE(s, l) = −log
exp(sl)

∑

i∈J exp(si)
(1)

According to the definition, CE loss treats all negative categories equally.
However, in our task, some negative classes are confusable and obtain relatively
high confidence scores from the model. To ease this problem, Gradient-boosting
Cross Entropy (GCE) loss presented in [33] focuses on the true category and some
of the negative categories according to different confidence scores. Concretely, it
only considers negative classes with top-k highest scores. J

′

> is the set of negative
classes with top-k highest scores. GCE can be defined as:

GCE(s, l) = −log
exp(sl)

exp(sl) +
∑

i∈J
′

>

exp(si)
(2)

Our Gradient-boosting Maximum-Minimum Cross Entropy (GMMCE) loss
enhances GCE loss by considering negative classes with bottom-k lowest scores.

3 Proposed Method

In this section, we present our attention-based framework ASAE-Net for the
fine-grained classification of bone marrow cells, as shown in Fig. 2. This is a
two-branch framework containing an attention-based suppression branch and
an attention-based enhancement branch. Furthermore, we make a comparison
between the proposed ASAE layer and other similar works. Then we introduce
our proposed GMMCE loss, a preprocessing strategy and a sampling strategy
for specific problems.
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Fig. 2. The network structure of ASAE-Net. It contains the backbone (divided into
five layers) and an ASAE layer. The ASAE layer consists of PS module, AS module
and AE module.

3.1 Framework

ASAE-Net is designed aiming to capture more discriminative regions to im-
prove the ability of distinguishing cells with subtle differences. Our ASAE-Net
is formed by a common backbone and a novel ASAE layer, which is plug-and-play
to capture more discriminative regions precisely without training parameters.

To build our ASAE-Net, we adopt ResNet-50 [38] as our backbone and divide
it into five layers (layer0, layer1, layer2, layer3, layer4) based on the output
feature size. As we know, shallow layers prefer to learn fundamental features
like the texture and the shape. As pointed out by Choe et al. in [23], masks in
the deep layers discard discriminative regions more precisely. Hence, we decide
to insert our ASAE layer, which includes Attention-based Suppression branch
and Attention-based Enhancement branch, in a deep layer (layer3 or layer4).
Subsequently, we conduct experiments on the effect of the inserted position of
our Attention-based Suppression branch.

We divide our framework into two parts by the inserted position. In the
training phase, the front part takes an image as input, and feeds its own output,
Fmid ∈ RC×H×W , to two parameter-shared branches. Then, an attention-based
suppression mask Msup and an attention-based enhancement map Menh are gen-
erated respectively. Next, they are applied to Fmid by spatial-wise multiplication.
Two new features are sent to the latter part to gain two probability distribu-
tions. We average them to gain the final probability. While in the testing phase,
the input image skips our ASAE layer.

Our framework has two characteristics: (1) It is an end-to-end model without
extra training parameters than the backbone. (2) It consists of two branches
sharing parameters and promoting each other.

3.2 ASAE Layer

In this part, we introduce our proposed ASAE layer shown in Fig. 3. It contains
three key modules including: (1) Peak Stimulation (PS) module. (2) Attention-
based Suppression (AS) module. (3) Attention-based Enhancement (AE) mod-
ule.

Peak Stimulation Module. It is proved in [39] that the local peak value of
the class response map is corresponding to strong visual cues. Actually, when it
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Fig. 3. Attention-based Suppression and Attention-based Enhancement (ASAE) layer.
The self-attention map and peak distribution are generated by Peak Stimulation (PS)
Module with two pooling layers. Attention-based Suppression (AS) Module generates
a suppression mask by adopting two strategies. Attention-based Enhancement (AE)
Module transfers the self-attention map into an enhancement map by using Sigmoid
Function. Two new feature maps are generated by using spatial-wise multiplication.

comes to the feature maps in the hidden layer, we have the similar result. Hence,
to obtain strong visual cues, we design a peak stimulation module to generate
the peak distribution of feature maps.

Given the feature map F ∈ RC×H×W , where C denotes the channel num-
ber and H × W denotes the shape of maps, the peak is defined as the max-
imum in a local region of r × r. The positions of peaks are represented as
P = {(i1, j1), (i2, j2), · · · , (iN , jN )}, where N is the total number of local peaks,
which may be different in different feature maps.

Our peak stimulation module consists of two pooling layers as shown in Fig. 3.
The first one is an average pooling layer to squeeze the channel information to
form a self-attention map Matt ∈ RH×W . The higher value in the map represents
the more discriminative ability. The second one is a max pooling layer of size r to
obtain the peak distribution including values and positions in the self-attention
map. In this way, we can effectively approximate the spatial distribution of
components.

The peak stimulation module can effectively capture multiple local peaks
with an unlimited quantity but without extra training parameters. In this mod-
ule, we generate a self-attention map for the following two modules and the peak
distribution for the following AS module.

Attention-Based Suppression Module. Based on the self-attention map
and the peak distribution from the peak stimulation module, our proposed AS
module hides one discriminative region in the training phase aiming to force the
model to locate and learn from other discriminative regions.

As illustrated above, local peak values are corresponding to strong visual
cues within images. Hence, we define a peak and its local region as a discrimi-
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native region. Higher values represent higher discrimination. It has advantages
as follows: (1) No manual part annotations required. (2) No extra training pa-
rameters. (3) Flexibility on the number of discriminative regions. (4) Flexibility
to be applied in different layers.

A keypoint of AS module is how to suppress the discriminative regions. To
design a better method, we firstly explore some similar approaches. Dropout [40],
Spatial Dropout [41], MaxDrop [42], Dropblock [43] are some popular methods
of suppression. We find these methods unsuitable for our task. When discarding
the max values, it encounters the high-correlation problem and when randomly
discarding regions, it may not discard a discriminative one. Also, without restric-
tions on areas and values, the model may discard more than one discriminative
region, which is bad for the latter learning.

To avoid the above disadvantages, we restrict the suppression size and the
value threshold when discarding a region. Also, we ensure our model to dis-
card only one discriminative region effectively. We present our strategies in the
following.

The first one is the peak selection strategy. After the peak stimulation module,
we obtain multiple local peaks in each image. Our strategy is to choose one from
the top-k peaks to be the center of the discriminative region to be suppressed.
Concretely, our strategy is as follows:

(1) Set the number of candidates k and arrange peaks in a descending order.

(2) Select a local peak randomly. The peak with the highest value is selected
with probability ptop1, which means the most discriminative one. With proba-
bility 1− ptop1, a local peak is randomly selected from top-2 to top-k (k ≥ 2).

In the fine-grained classification, different classes of cells often have subtle
differences. With our strategy of peak selection, we choose randomly a discrim-
inative region to suppress. In this way, we decrease the risk of mis-classification
when cells suffer from lack of salient characteristics like cytoplasmic particles.

The second one is the region suppression strategy with two restrictions. We
define the suppressed region as the one centered on the selected local peak. We
leverage an area threshold and a value threshold to restrict the local region. The
concrete operations are as follows:

(1) Set a suppression ratio γ and an area threshold β.

(2) Define the value threshold α as the product of peak value Peak and γ:

α = Peak ∗ γ (3)

(3) Define the original suppression region Rsup in Matt to be a square with
a local peak at the center and the length of side

√
β.

(4) Define a suppression mask Msup with the same shape of Matt.

(5) Set the value v
sup
ij in Msup to be 0, if vattij in Matt is higher than α and

the pixel (i, j) is in Rsup at the same time. Otherwise set it to be 1.

v
sup
ij =

{

0, (i, j) in Rsup ∩ vattij ≥ α

1, otherwise
(4)
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After obtaining Msup, we apply it to the input feature map by spatial-wise
multiplication to obtain Fsup with a discriminative region suppressed. The same
region is suppressed in different channels.

The superiors of our AS module lie in: (1) It hides only one discriminative
region in a single iteration. (2) It randomly discards different discriminative
regions to encourage the model to learn from other regions. (3) It adopts use-
ful strategies to avoid the model from discarding excessive information by two
restrictions. (4) It has no training parameters.

Attention-Based Enhancement Module. The AE module aims to strength-
en the most discriminative region to improve the performance. In this mod-
ule, we adopt the same method as ADL [23] to generate an enhancement map
Menh ∈ RH×W . It is yielded by using sigmoid function on the self-attention
map. In Menh, the pixel is discriminative if the value is close to 1. Similar to the
AS module, Menh is applied to the feature map by spatial-wise multiplication
to obtain Fenh. Similarly, the AE module has no training parameters.

3.3 Comparison with Similar Methods

Comparison with Attention-Based Dropout Layer (ADL) [23]. From
the motivation, we both aim to hide the discriminative regions and encourage
the model to learn from others.

From the architecture, we both generate a suppression mask and an en-
hancement map but we differ from each other when generating the suppression
mask. ADL discards all pixels whose values are higher than the value threshold.
Without restricting the area or the continuity, it may easily discard the most
discriminative and several sub-discriminative regions at the same time. Thus the
feature maps lose excessive information. However, our ASAE layer adopts the
suppression ratio and the area threshold to restrict the discriminative region
with a local peak in the center, in which way it avoids discarding too many con-
tinuous discriminative regions. At the same time, our AS module can sometimes
discard a sub-discriminative region instead of the most discriminative one, which
alleviates the problem of subtle differences.

From the combination of two branches, ADL randomly selects one branch in
one time while ASAE-Net uses two branches at the same time by averaging the
two probability distributions, which is better for the information learning.

Comparison with Diversification Block (DB) [33]. From the motivation,
we both aim to erase discriminative regions to enhance the ability of feature
learning.

From the input size, the channel of the input is limited to be the class number
in DB while our ASAE layer does not restrict the size of the input or the channel
number, which is more flexible to be inserted into the backbone.

From the suppression mask, DB discards different regions in different chan-
nels while our layer discards the same regions in all input channels, which is
more close to the human behavior and increases the robustness.
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3.4 GMMCE Loss

In multiple-instance learning, it is proved that the regions with max and min
scores are both important [44] though they can bring in different kinds of in-
formation. Motivated by it and GCE loss introduced in Section 2.2, we design
an enhanced loss called GMMCE loss to focus on both high and low confidence
scores.

Following the setting and denotations of GCE loss, J is the set of all categories
and J

′

is the set of negative categories. si is the confidence score of category i.
J

′

> and J
′

< can be defined as:

J
′

> =
{

i : i ∈ J
′ ∩ si > tk+

}

(5)

J
′

< =
{

i : i ∈ J
′ ∩ si 6 tk−

}

(6)

where tk+ and tk− denote the k+th highest and k−th lowest confidence scores
in J

′

. We denote l as the true label. It is easy to find the relationship:

J
′

> + {l} ⊂ J
′

> + J
′

< + {l} ⊂ J
′

+ {l} = J (7)

Our GMMCE loss and its gradient can be defined as:

GMMCE(s, l) = −log
exp(sl)

exp(sl) +
∑

i∈J
′

>

exp(si) +
∑

i∈J
′

<

exp(si)
(8)

∂GMMCE(s, l)

∂sc
=











exp(sl)
exp(sl)+

∑

i∈J
′

<

exp(si)+
∑

i∈J
′

>

exp(si)
, c ∈

{

J
′

> + J
′

<

}

exp(sl)
exp(sl)+

∑

i∈J
′

<

exp(si)+
∑

i∈J
′

>

exp(si)
− 1, c = l

(9)
Compared with CE and GCE [33], we can obtain the relationship:

∂GCE(s, l)

∂sc
>

∂GMMCE(s, l)

∂sc
>

∂CE(s, l)

∂sc
(10)

For the ground truth label and the confusing negative classes, the gradient
of GMMCE falls in between GCE and CE, which implies a moderate update
rate. GMMCE focuses on negative classes with high scores and low scores. The
negative classes with low scores can be regarded as a regularization method like
label smoothing, which can avoid the model from over-fitting.

3.5 Preprocessing and Sampling Strategies

As illustrated above, bone marrow cell datasets generally suffer from severe im-
balance and high intra-class variances. In this part, we introduce our approaches
to adjust the hue and sample data during training.
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Fig. 4. The category distribution of our dataset.

Hue Adjustment. Generally, images of bone marrow cells have variant sat-
uration, hue and brightness due to the dyeing duration, dyeing dose and light,
even in the same class. The uniform hue improves the classification accuracy
by decreasing the intra-class variance. Based on the consideration, we adopt a
linear transformation in H channel of images to adjust the hue of images. Steps
are as follows:

(1) Convert an RGB image into an HSV image.
(2) Conduct a linear transformation in the H channel of images as:

hout =
Max−Min

max−min
(hin −min) +Min (11)

where hin and hout denote the values of H channel before and after the transfor-
mation. Max and Min denote the highest and lowest target values of the output
while max and min denote the highest and lowest values of the input.

Balanced Sampler. Based on our observation, bone marrow cell datasets gen-
erally face the challenge of severe imbalance due to the distribution of cells in
bone marrow smears. Classes with few training samples may have a low true
positive rate without balancing strategies. Because of it, we adopt a balanced
sampler to alleviate the imbalance without augmenting data offline.

Concretely, in a single iteration, we sample the same number of images in
different classes from the train set. Hence, the balanced sampler can make the
model learn from all classes in an equal probability.
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4 Experiments

4.1 Dataset

Our dataset contains 15,252 images of 27 classes of bone marrow cells. Cells are
cropped by 10 medical students and annotated by 3 medical experts. Some class-
es contain few images so we combine them into 14 classes according to the expert
advice. The 14 classes are named respectively Other Normoblast (OTHN), Poly-
chromatic Normoblast (POLN), Orthochromatic Normoblast (ORTN), Primi-
tive Lymphocyte (PRIL), Mature Lymphocyte (MATL), Plasma Cell (PLAS),
Myeloblast (MYEB), Promyelocyte (PROM), Myelocyte (MYEL), Metamyelo-
cyte (METM), Neutrophilic Stab Granulocyte (STAG), Neutrophilic Segmented
Granulocyte (SEGG), Other Granulocyte (OTHG), Monocyte (MONO). Some
instances in our dataset are shown in Fig. 1. The 14 columns from the left to the
right follow the order listed above. The distribution of classes is shown in Fig. 4.

4.2 Implementation Details

We adopt the stratified sampling to divide our dataset into the train set and
the test set in a ratio of 8:2. Concretely, the train set includes 12,201 images
and the test set includes 3,051 images. We conduct the same method of data
augmentation as [38]. Especially, we random crop the input images into the size
of 224 × 224. Besides, we add random vertical flip, rotation and color jitter to
our train set, while an offline augmentation is excluded.

In this work, we choose ResNet-50 [38] as our backbone. We use SGD with a
batch size of 84. The weight decay is set as 1e-4 and the momentum is set as 0.9.
The initial learning rate is set to be 1e-3 and decreases to 85% every 2 epochs.

The kernel size in PS module is set as 5. We set ptop1 as 0.7 and k as 5 for
peak selection. γ and β in AS module are 0.8 and 36. k+ and k− for GMMCE
loss are both 3. Our experiments are implemented with PyTorch.

4.3 Ablation Study

To fully evaluate our method, progressive experiments are conducted to verify
the effectiveness of the hue adjustment and the balanced sampler, our ASAE
layer and GMMCE loss. Further, we compare our method with other works on
bone marrow cells.

Hue Adjustment and Balanced Sampler. As illustrated in Section 3.5, the
variance of hue increases the intra-class variance. In our dataset, we adjust the
hue of images to be close to the purple hue. Hence, we set Max as 155 and
Min as 125. Some examples before and after the adjustment are seen in Fig. 5.
As shown in Table 1, applying the hue adjustment to our dataset increases our
accuracy from 72.61% to 73.02%. It indicates that the uniform hue makes sense
to increase the accuracy of our model.
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Fig. 5. Effect of the hue adjustment. The upper row shows some cells in our dataset
before the hue adjustment. The below row shows the corresponding cells after the hue
adjustment.

Table 1. Ablation experiments on the hue adjustment and the balanced sampler

Hue adjustment Balanced sampler Accuracy(%)

72.61

X 73.02

X X 73.53

As shown in Fig. 4, the problem of the class imbalance is severe in our dataset.
Without the balanced sampler, we find the number of monocytes to be 0 or 1 in
many batches. We randomly sample 6 images in each class to form a single batch
in an iteration and the balanced sampler effectively avoids the absence of some
classes of cells in a batch. With the balanced sampler, the accuracy increases
from 73.02% to 73.53%. It indicates the effectiveness of a balanced sampler.

ASAE Layer. We propose an AS branch to hide a discriminative region in
order to force the model to learn better from the others. Also, we propose a
novel ASAE-Net based on ResNet-50 with two branches sharing parameters.
We conduct experiments to verify the effectiveness of our ASAE-Net and ex-
plore which layer to insert our AS branch. To better verify the effectiveness of
our proposed ASAE layer, we also conduct experiments on different backbones
including VGG-16 [45] and ResNet-18 [38].

Based on the results in Table 2, ResNet-50 benefits from our AS branch.
With AS branch inserted after layer3, our model gains 1.26% improvement from
73.53% to 74.79% and with AS branch inserted after layer4, our model gains
0.50% improvement from 73.53% to 74.03%. It demonstrates AS branch is more
effective when inserted after layer3.

Based on our analysis, with AS branch after layer3, suppressed feature maps
are sent to layer4 and then modeled in a non-linear way. The non-linear model
exploits the information of suppressed feature maps. However, when AS branch
is inserted after layer4, suppressed feature maps are sent to the classifier directly,
which cannot maximize its effect.

Also, when we insert our AE branch into ResNet-50, we gain 0.57% im-
provement. When we combine AS branch and AE branch together with sharing
parameters, our model gains 0.32% improvement than using a single AS branch.
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Table 2. Ablation experiments on ASAE layer

Network Accuracy(%)

ResNet-50 73.53

ResNet-50 + AS branch (after layer4) 74.03

ResNet-50 + AS branch (after layer3) 74.79

ResNet-50 + ASAE layer (after layer3) 75.11

Table 3. Experiments on different backbones

Network Accuracy(%)

VGG-16 71.21

VGG-16 + ASAE layer 72.03

ResNet-18 72.13

ResNet-18 + ASAE layer 73.36

ResNet-50 73.53

ResNet-50 + ASAE layer 75.11

It shows that the two branches promote each other. Also, it verifies that our
ASAE-Net with ASAE layer after layer3 is effective without increasing training
parameters.

Based on the results in Table 3, three different backbones gain different de-
grees of improvement when an ASAE layer is inserted after the penultimate
layer. VGG-16 gains 0.82% improvement from 71.21% to 72.03% and ResNet-18
gains 1.23% from 72.13% to 73.36%. Also, ResNet-50 gains 1.58% improvement
from 73.53% to 75.11%. The results amply prove the effectiveness of our ASAE
layer.

GMMCE Loss. We propose a GMMCE loss to alleviate the problem of cate-
gory confusion. To verify the effectiveness of it, we train the model with different
losses including CE loss, GCE loss and GMMCE loss. Based on Table 4, training
with our GMMCE loss outperforms the others. When trained with our proposed
GMMCE loss, the model gains 2.52% and 1.21% improvement than CE and
GCE loss respectively. The results prove that considering negative classes un-
equally is an effect strategy. Also, it verifies that taking negative classes with
low confidence scores into consideration is effective when compared with GCE
loss. As we illustrate, it can be regarded as a regularization method like label
smoothing.

Table 4. Ablation experiments on the training loss

Training loss Accuracy(%)

CE 75.11

GCE 76.42

GMMCE 77.63
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4.4 Comparison with Other Methods

There are some related studies including WBCNet [14] and Cell3Net [17] in
the fine-grained classification task of bone marrow cells. Also, there are sever-
al methods based on attention mechanism including Non-local Neural Network
(NLNet) [46], Squeeze-and-Excitation Net (SENet) [47] and ADL [23]. We con-
duct experiments on different methods on our dataset. Among them, NLNet,
SENet and ADL are based on the backbone ResNet-50 [38]. We discover our
method outperforms all the others. It indicates our well-designed method for
the fine-grained bone marrow cells classification is effective.

Table 5. Comparison with other methods

Method Accuracy(%)

WBCNet [14] 69.63

Cell3Net [17] 70.21

ResNet-50 [38] 72.61

NLNet [46] 73.12

SENet [47] 73.29

ADL [23] 73.84

Proposed method 77.63

5 Conclusion

In the paper, we proposed a two-branch framework called ASAE-Net based on
attention mechanism and weakly supervised learning for the fine-grained classi-
fication of bone marrow cells. It can locate several discriminative regions with an
unlimited quantity to capture subtle differences between subclasses. The insert-
ed layer is plug-and-play without training parameters. Besides, we put forward
a novel suppression approach to encourage the model to learn better. In addi-
tion, a GMMCE loss is designed to alleviate the confusion. Due to the problems
of data, we adopted a hue adjustment strategy and a balanced sampler. The
experiments have shown the superiors of our method.
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